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ABSTRACT 

This study uses the Norm Activation Model (NAM) to examine the factors that influence cyber-harassment intention 
and actual behavior. NAM is a well-grounded, attitude-based model that proves to be an effective predictor of the 
motivation and the role of emotions, which drive behavioral intentions. The proposed research model is described in 
this work-in-progress paper. Future research effort includes designing a survey instrument and collecting data to 
validate the model. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As social media become an integral part of everyday means of communication, not only at personal level but also in 
governments, organizations, and businesses, cyber-harassment has gained in popularity as a topic of great concern 
among lawmakers, policy regulators, and law enforcement agencies. Cyber-harassment has many forms and can be 
described as behaviors carried out using digital media by individuals whose intention is to cause harm or discomfort 
on others (Zych, et al., (2019); Slonje, et al., (2013). The adverse effects of cyber-harassment are many and 
devastating including loss of goodwill, propagation of false information, emotional problems and even death in 
some extreme cases. Several technologies and techniques are now in use to check the ever-increasing growth rate of 
cyber-harassment (Blaya, 2019; Tokunaga, 2010). A few studies attempt to explain the phenomenon or to elucidate 
the reasons for its growth and how to curtail it. Majority of these studies focus on young people in grade schools 
(Tokunaga, 2010; Zych, et al., 2019; Topcu and Erdur-Baker, 2012; Festl, 2016). Some studies have explored the 
effect of empathy on the tendency to cyber-bullying (Schultze-Krumbholz, et al., 2016; Brewer and Kerslake, 2015; 
Barlińska, et al., 2015. 

Very little study is done to explain the personal norms of the individuals who find it tempting or enticing to be 
practicing the anti-prosocial act of cyber-harassment. According to Udo, et al., (2015), individual personal norm 
may play a part in people’s intention to be involved in harmful practices using information technology (IT). Though 
so many people agree concerning the effects of cyber-harassment on young people, in particular, and general public 
at large, very little is still known about its motivating factors (Tynes, et al, 2013). One area of cyber-harassment that 
is most lacking in terms of research effort is the social and psychological aspect (Zych, et al., (2019). There is a need 
for research approach that employs psychological models to examine cyber-harassment behaviors. One such model, 
which has been used in other types of behavior, is Norm Activation Model (NAM).  
The NAM model theorized that the personal norms are influenced by two major factors: Awareness of 
Consequences (AC) and Ascription of Responsibility (AR). AC is being aware that performing (or not performing) a 
certain behavior can lead to certain outcomes or consequences. AR is the feeling of responsibility for performing a 
certain behavior.   

The present study uses NAM to explain bullying intention and behavior with the aim of extending the understanding 
of the underlining factors motivate bullies. Using NAM theory to explain cyberbullying is a contribution that could 
be used to improve cyberbullying prevention programs. The knowledge of the relationship between personal norm 
and cyberbullying intention and behavior is a new effort in the containment of cyber-harassment and can help in 
policy formation and law enforcement to curtail the problems. 
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NAM AND CYBER-HARASSMENT 
 

The concept of Norm Activation Model (NAM) was proposed by Schwartz (1977) and used to demonstrate that 
people do good act such as donating to charity or working to keep the environment clean because they are driven by 
personal norm that would not allow them to do otherwise. According to the NAM model, behaviors emanate from 
personal norms (PN), which govern a sense of moral obligation to engage in or abstain from certain behaviors. Since 
this study, several authors have employed the model with various behaviors such as pro-environmental actions, 
individual energy consumption, blood donation, volunteering, etc. (Aronson et al, 2005; Batson and Powell, 2003; 
De Groot and Steg, 2010).  
 
Cyber-Harassment is the use of a computer to cause a person harm such as anxiety, distress or psychological harm, 
including abusive, threatening or hateful emails and messages and the posting of derogatory information online 
Vieno, et al., 2011). It can be perpetuated in the following form:  
 
• Cyberbullying, which involves sending threatening messages to targeted individuals using email or social 

media. The perpetuator can also attempt to deny the victim’s access to the Internet or spread rumors about the 
targeted individual. 

• Cyberstalking, which involves intimidating or unwanted advances on the social media over time. 
•  Flaming, which is a hostile, hateful, and offensive exchanges among social media users during discussions of 

heated real-world affairs. The common purpose of flaming is provocation of the users. 
• Fraping, which happens when a perpetuator posts unsuitable content (such as racial slurs) on the victim’s social 

networking accounts using the victim’s name. The common purpose of fraping is to ruin the victim’s reputation. 
• Outing or doxing, which is when the bully intentionally reveals sensitive, personal information about 

the targeted individual with the aim of embarrassing and harassing him/her. The personal information 
could include pictures, videos, audio, and text. 

 
Figure 1 illustrates NAM as used in the present study. The basic NAM shows how the relationships among AC, AR, 
and behavioral intension is mediated by PN (Steg and De Groot, 2010). In other words, PN is activated when an 
individual acknowledges that acting prosocially (or anti socially) will lead to positive (or negative) consequences for 
other individual (i.e. Awareness of Consequences) and when that individual feels responsible for the negative 
consequences that could result from his/her failure to act (i.e. Ascription of Responsibility). In this research, we 
demonstrate how this model can examine and explain cyber-harassment intentions.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The Norm Activation Model 
 
 
 
In past studies, NAM has been shown to capture or explain major societal events such as environmental concerns or 
blood donation all of which are positive actions. In the present study, we believe that the model can equally explain 
a negative or aggressive action such as cyber-harassment. Onwezen et al., (2013) seem to have the same view when 
they used NAM to examine the effects of pride (which results from positive actions) and guilt (which results from 
negative actions) on intentions. Their results indicated that both desirable and negative emotions have significant 
impacts on personal and social norms, which in turn positively or negatively affect behavior respectively. In the 
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present study, we attempt to simulate cyber-harassment as a negative behavior or counter-prosocial behavior, which 
makes it suitable for the NAM.  
 

THE RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 
 
The models used in the study of IT-based undesirable behavior across social science disciplines are mostly cognitive 
and consequentialist in nature (Zych et al., (2019). For that reason, these models have limited explanatory power 
when applied to such psychological issues as cyber-harassment. Attitude-based models seem to perform better in 
such cases because they account more fully for the motivation and the role of emotions which drive behavioral 
intentions (Zych, et al., (2019). Trafimow and Finlay (1996) surveyed the literature and discover that out of 30 
studies, twenty-nine demonstrated that attitude is a good predictor of intention. Peace et al., (2003) specifically 
conclude that attitude is the best predictor of intention to pirate software. Since NAM is an attitude-based, we 
suspect that it has a potential to better explain the factors that cause certain individuals to practice cyber harassment. 
 
Awareness of Consequences (AC): is one of the two main factors in NAM and reflects the ability of an individual 
to be aware that performing (or not performing) a certain behavior can lead to certain outcomes or consequences. 
Several studies indicate that AC positively affects personal norm (PN) (De Groot and Steg, 2009; Bamberg and 
Moser, 2007; Peters, et al, 2011; Huijts, el al., 2013). De Groot and Steg (2009) used three separate studies (energy 
policy, car use reduction, and construction of distribution centers) to show that AC has a positive effect on PN. Also, 
Huijts, el al. (2013) find AC to be significant variable that explains PN in a study that used NAM to examine the 
intention of people to demonstrate against building hydrogen plants which have negative effect on the environment. 
Specifically, we predict that the more people are aware of the consequences of cyber-harassment, the more their 
personal norm will be influenced. The AC-related hypothesis for the study, as shown on the proposed model, is: 
 
H1:   Awareness of Consequences of cyber-harassment has positive impact on the Personal Norms of cyber-
harassers. 
 
Ascription of Responsibility (AR): is defined as the feeling of responsibility for performing a certain behavior. 
Schltz, et al., (2005) document the effect of AR on PN in their study of environment. The participants were asked to 
indicate how serious were each of the six environmental problems and their findings indicate that AR has a positive 
effect on PN. Steg and De Groot (2010) study leads to the same conclusion that AR influences PN in a positive way. 
With regard to the present study, we predict that if people have strong feeling of responsibility toward cyber-
harassment practice, their personal norm may be positively influenced but if they have no feeling of responsibility 
their PN will be unchanged toward cyber-harassment. Therefore, our AR-related hypothesis is as follows:  
 
H2:  Ascription of Responsibility for cyber-harassment has positive impact on the Personal Norms of cyber-
harassers. 

 
Social Influence (SI): We have modified the NAM by introducing SI into the model. Venkatesh, et al., (2003) 
describe SI as the degree to which a person perceives it is not socially acceptable to use a certain technology. SI 
could be the individual’s perception of his/her employer’s, colleague’s, or customer’s opinion of his/her technology 
adoption and use (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). It is the degree of attention an individual give to his/her referral 
groups (Hsu and Lu, 2004). Some authors have investigated the effect of SI on IT adoption and have come to the 
same conclusion that it has a significant influence (Eckhardt et al., 2009). This influence could enhance the 
motivation to (or restrain from) using the technology in question. In the case of cyber-harassment, we argue that a 
strong social influence may lead to a more positive personal norm and a less anti-social intention to engage in 
practice cyber-harassment. Social influence shape people’s attitudes and behaviors. In the present research, PN is an 
attitude (Maity, et al., (2019). Personal norms are shaped by SI, whether the behavior is normative or non-normative.  
We expect that a strong SI may lead to a more positive PN. Accordingly, the following SI-related hypotheses are 
presented: 
 
H3:   Social Influence has positive impact on the Personal Norms of cyber-harassers. 
H4:   Social Influence has negative impact (i.e. discourages) on their intentions to engage in cyber harassers 
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Personal Norms (PN): is described by Schwartz (1977) as “feelings of moral obligation to perform or refrain from, 
specific actions.” PN is activated when an individual acknowledges that acting pro-socially will lead to positive 
consequences for other individual (i.e. Awareness of Consequences) and when that individual feels responsible for 
the negative consequences that could result from his/her failure to act (i.e. Ascription of Responsibility). In effect, if 
the individual’s norms are not activated, his/her actions (or no actions) will be judged as appropriate and so no 
prosocial action will take place. PN is therefore the mediator in the relationship between AR or CA and prosocial 
intentions which leads to actual behaviors. In the present study, PN is interpreted as the moral obligation people may 
feel that makes them engage or refrain from cyber-harassment. Those with little moral feelings will be more 
engaged in cyber-harassment than those with strong feelings. Some authors have established a significant positive 
relationship between PN and prosocial intensions (Schwartz, 1977; Huijts, el al., 2013). These authors have shown 
that PN guides behavioral intension. In fact, Huijts, el al. (2013) maintain that PN is the most important predictor of 
intension to act pro-socially. It is worth noting that personal norms are different from social norms. Social norms are 
activated and sustained by the external environment whereas personal norms stem from the inner person of the 
individual. The PN-related hypothesis can be stated as: 
 
H5:   The Personal Norm of cyber-harassers has negative impact (i.e. discourages) on their intensions to engage in 
cyber-harassment. 
 
The first five hypotheses are for direct effect of NAM constructs and social influence on intention to cyber harass. 
There could be indirect or mediation effects of these constructs on each other. The six hypothesis that we plan to test 
is: 
 
H6: There is no indirect effect of AR, AC and PN on each other.   
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
Instrument 
Our proposed research model is based on literature review of previous studies and grounded on the theory of NAM. 
We developed a survey instrument based on current relevant literature in addition to modifying existing survey 
items from previous studies. The items that capture the three factors of NAM were taken from Steg et al., (2005) and 
the items for cyber-harassment were taken from Garaigordobil, (2017). A seven-point Likert scale was used to 
capture the constructs of variables in the study: strongly disagree to strongly agree Likert scales. We conducted a 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in order to measure the model reliability while convergent validity was assessed 
by reviewing the t-tests for the factor loadings. All items used in the final analysis will have to load at acceptable 
levels (Chronbach α > 0.70; Nitse, et al., 2004).  

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 
The present study aimed at using the NAM to explain the driving forces of cyber-harassment. We were motivated by 
the fact is NAM has been shown to explain altruistic behavior such as cyber-harassment. The implication of this 
finding will be of interest to social media vendors and the government agencies. The findings may be useful in that it 
will assist in finding ways to manipulate the AC, AR, and SI for potential cyber-harassers with the aim of increasing 
their personal norms then it is possible discourage or decrease their intention to engage in the practice. Programs that 
encourage social consciousness of the danger of cyber-harassment should be instituted and incentives should be 
provided for people to participate in such programs. 
 
The present paper contributes to the understanding of the driving forces of cyber-harassment within the NAM 
model. The application of NAM theory to cyber-harassment provides assistance in the search for a new empirical 
understanding. This model seems to cover a wider range of factors affecting cyber-harassment. The research model 
can be used to formulate policies to reduce cyber-harassment practices. We hope we have proposed a research 
model that researchers can in the future to investigate cyber-harassment and/or related behaviors. 
As a contribution to theory and research methodology, the present study has proposed a well-grounded model and 
the accompanying measurement constructs. It has increased our understanding of what measure could be effective in 
curbing cyber-harassment. The role of social influence on the cyber-harassers’ intention to continue to practice 
cyber-harassment has been added the understanding of this phenomenon. The researchers and policy makers can 
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know target or manipulate SI in order to minimize cyber-harassment. By establishing a program that internalizes the 
undesirability of cyber-harassment among peers and other social value systems, cyber-harassment could be 
mitigated in a more acceptable and subtle way. Another approach could be to isolate potential harassers from known 
ones who are likely to adversely influence the would-be harassers.   
The future efforts will focus on collecting data and validating the proposed model. 
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